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CHAPTER l. Introduction to the analysis of egg sun/ey data.

The main thrust of these analyses was to estimate seasonal egg

production and ¡nortality during the incubaÈion period for the

years 1981, 1985, 1986 based on egg sarnpling from the spawning

walleye pollock population in Shelikof Straít. This effort was

broken down into five veins of analysis.

Chapter 2 describes sutarey designs and sanpling procedures,

details prelinÍnary egg catch standardizations, and presents

contoured plots of egg distribution and abundance for a few

representative developnrental stages.

Chapter 3 -presents nodifications to estimation procedures

enployed in prior analyses. Prelininary estimates !'/ere then

obtained for seasonal egg production and daily egg mortality.

chapter 4 provides a neans to evaruate the effectiveness of egg

sanpling. rt is demonstrated that samples provide differing
amounts of information as to the numericar abundance of eggs

within the surr¡ey area. These differences are systematic and the

qrarity of abundance estinates can be inproved by changes in
sun/ey design.

Chapter 5 examines the variability in egg catches between paired

20 cm bongo nets and atternpts to evaluate the representativeness
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of a single sample. This infomation is significant because each

egg catch is considered as an estÍnate of average egg abundance

for a large area in the region where the sample was collected.

But how variable is an egg catch? Ànd how does this variability

change over different regions of the surr¡ey area? Further, what

are the implications of this station-to-station variabiliÈy for
sun¡ey design and the varÍabilÍty of parameter esÈimates?

Chapter 6 presents a Monte Carlo siurulatÍon of sampling from the

egg population. The intent here is to demonstrate the

effectiveness of Èhe inprovements to sunrey design suggested by

prior analyses, and to ernpirically esti¡nate the variability of
parameter estinates via sinulation. It is shown that the

variability of pararneter estimates can be much less than is
comnonly thought, provided changes in surnrey design are

implemented and the analytical reduction of suríarey data is of
sufficient cornplexity to take advantage of spatial trends in egg

abundance.

Chapter 7 summarizes significant results and conclusions from the

foregoing analyses.

Mathematical symbols used throughout the text and their
definitions are summarized in Table 1.



Table 1. Definition of mathematical symbols.

p
o

seasonal egg production (fertilized eggs spawned
/sunrey area /spawning season)
day-of-Èhe-year of peak spawni.ng
one standard deviatj.on in the no¡:nal spawnJ.ng curr/e
(days)

natural logarithrn
exponentiation
absolute value

cumulative time from spawning to
developnental stage i (days)
cumulative time fron spawning to
developmental stage i (days)
ith stage of development
jth sampling station within Èhe sun¡ey area
instantaneous age of eggs (days)
standardized stage abundance, the number of eggs
assigned Èo the ith- stage for the jth sample
(eggs of stage í /m')hourly abundance for the ith stage at Èhe j-th station
(eggs of stage i /hour of stage duraÈion /n¿)
observred total abundance of the ith stage
(eggs of stage i /sunrey area)
predicted total abundance of the ith stage
(eggs of stage i /sur:vey area) '

duration (hours) of the ith stage at the average
station temperature
total fitting error
local day-of-the-year of sampling at the jth station
obse¡nred average daily abundance of the it_h stage
(eggs of stage i /day of stage duration /m¿)predicted daily abundance of the ith stage
number of stages cornprising the incubation period
number of stations occupied within the survey area
during a surîvey
number of eggs collected at the jth station
number of eggs colÌected by the nth net at thejth station
mean egg catch from both nets at the jth station
esti¡rate of the natural logarithn of the cumulative
development time to the enã of the ith stage at O"C
slope of the log-Iinear relaÈionship between
cumulative development time and ternperature for the ith
stage

1n
exp
abs

ai

Btj

ci

ci,

Di

Èhe begínning of the

the ending of thebi

ij
t
Atj

E
(:.
Hl

Hi,
I
J

K,
xl¡

K.
ri
Mi



Tab1e 1 (continued). Definition of mathematical s1mbo1s.

Pj

Qi¡

sj

uj

Yj

z

polygonal area (rnz) assigned to the jth station based
on the nethod of Sette and Àlrlstrom (1948)
cr¡mulative developrnent ti¡ne (hours) to the end of the
ith stage at the jth station tenperature
standardized egg catch^ for the jth station
(eggs of all stages /m-¿ coL' of seawater from the
surface to the naximum depth attained during the t,ow)
standardized egg catch from the nth net of the jth
staÈion

snj

S.
TJ

vj

t{.
xi;

mean standardized egg
day-of-the-year of the
surí\¡ey was centered
number of eggs staged from the jth sanple
(eggs /staged subsanple j)
estinated volume filt-ered by a net during sarnpling
at the jth station (n5)
t,emperature (centigrade) at the jth station
nu¡nber of eggs in the ith stage of development from
the subsaurpled catch collected at the jth station
(eggs of stage i /staged subsample j)
estinated naximu¡n depth attained during the tow at
the jth station (¡n)
coefficient of instantaneous nortality

coefficient of variation for a pair of
(un) standardized egg cátches aÈ the jth station

polygonal stage abundance
(eggs of stage í /poLygonal station area j )

catch for the jth station
spawning season upon which the

cvj

[Ai¡ P¡]



CHAPTER 2. Oven¡iew of egg

5

surÍvey data.

INTRODUCTION

This chapter 1) describes the egg sul:nrey data available for
analysis, 2) summarizes preliminary calcuLaÈions in the

standardization and adjustment of egg catch data, and 3)

indicaÈes the nature of egg abundance gradients within the survey

area by means of contoured distribution plots.

METHODS

Sun¡ev data and definition of the survrev area Data on the

spawning of walLeye poltock eggs in Shelikof Strait were

available from four ichthyoprankton cruises, designated 2MFB1,

1PO85f 1MF85, and 1MF86 (Tab1e 2, Figures 1-4). Cruise 1pO85 was

conducted by scj.entj.sts of the U.S.S.R. under a cooperative

research program with scientists of the Alaska Fisheries Science

Center (AFSC) (Kendall t9B1) ! the remaining cruises vrere

conducted by the AFSC.

Table 2. Ifalleye pollock egg cruises in shelikof strait, AK.

year cruise designator start and end date

1"98 t
L98 5
1985
198 6

2MF81
r.Po85
lMF85
1MF86

March 30 - Àpril 8
March 29 - April 2L
April 2-Aprill0
April 4 -AprilL2
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Figure 1. station rocations for cruise 2MFg1, March 30 to April8, 1981. The sulnTey area enployed in analyses is outlined.
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Figure 2. Station locat,Íons for cruise 1PO85, March 29 to April
2L, 1985. The sutn/ey area e¡npLoyed in analyses is outlined.
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Station locations for cruise 1MF85, April 2 Eo April
The surr,¡ey area enployed in analyses is outlined.
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The cruises covered differing areas in and near Shelikof Strait.

For the purposes of this report a standard sutî\tey area was

defined as that area which included all the sarnpling stations of

su¡îvey 1MF85. The size of this area was calculated as L2,2OO

1*2. only data obtained from stations falling within this area

were enployed in subsequent analyses.

The data from cruise 2llfF81 required special treatment. 1981- was

the first year that eggs from the spawning population of walleye

pollock became an inportant target of study by scientists of the

ÀFSC. Cruise 2MF81 was irnplenented as two passes through the

suri\tey area, the f irst generally proceeding from the northeast to

the southwest and the second proceeding in the opposiÈe

directíon.

Bates (1987) considered it likely that this design may have

inadvertently led to a double sampling of the egg population.

During 1981, spawners were aggregated in at least one large,

mobile concentration. Sanpling operations hrere conducted in the

vicÍnity of this concentration early in the survey, and

operations returned approxinately 7 days later to a nearby area

to which spawning adults appeared to have nigrated. Neither of
these egg concentrations could have occurred sinultaneously in
the abundances that were observed since spawning adults did not

occupy both locations simuLtaneously. The manner by which
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sanpling rrras conducted may lead to exaggerated estimates of egg

abundance if the data were treated as synopticatly collecÈed.

Instead of considering these data as constituting a single

sur\tey, BaÈes partitioned the 2MF81 data into two sun¡eys which

were effectively conducted within a week of each other. In

implementing this partitioning, stations c001À-c0834 were

considered as occurring during the first pass through the survey

area and these data are herein designated sura/ey 2MF81,rz1o.

Stations G0844-G091À r¡ere occupied as the surnrey area vras

retraced during subsequent sanpling operations. It was assumed

that a region of active spawning had shifted by the end of the

survey from the viciniÈy of stations G02LÀ-G0244 to the vicinity
of statj.ons G084À-c09LÀ and that egg densities had not

fundamentally changed in outlying areas over this period of tine.
Based on these assumptions, the second sunrey, designated survey

2MFBL/hi, qlas defined as stations cOOlÀ-GO91À less the stations
G021A-c024A.

Field and laboratorv procedures Plankton samples vrere collected
with a bongo sanpler fitt,ed with 505 ¡rm mesh nets and weighted

with a 45 kg lead ball. Tr¿o sizes of bongo samplers were

empJ.oyed. 60 cm diarneter bongos (Posgay and Marak 1980) were

used for surrreys 2MF81, 1Po85, and 1MFg6, and 20 cm bongos v¡ere

used for surrrey 1MF85. It was desired that the towing

characteristics of the small bongos should differ as little as
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possible from those of a standard bongo tow. This was achieved

by securing the s¡naII bongos to the towing cable approximately 3

m above the large bongo array. The towing characteristics of the

small bongos !¡ere stabilized by the presence of the large bongos

because the entire array had sinilar weight and drag as compared

to the large bongo array alone.

The maximum depth of sampling also varied between surveys. Nets

were deployed to a standard target depth of 200 rn (Srnith and

Richardson L977 ) during surî\teys 2MF81 and 1PO85, and hlere

subsequent,ly deployed to approxirnately 5 m above the seabed

during sunreys 1MF85 and 1ItlF86.

Apart fron net diaureters and sanpling target depths, all other

operational characteristics of tows were similar. A flowmeter

was suspended in the center of Èhe mouth of each net to perrnit an

estinate of the volume of seawater filtered during a tow. A wire

angle indicator and stopwatch were used to monitor the progress

of each tow. Shipts speed was adjusted to rnainÈain a 45" wire

ang1e. Tow configuration was double oblique, with deployment at

a rate of 50 m of cable paid out per ¡ninute of tow and reÈrieval

aE 20 rn,/nin. A tine-depth recorder (bathykymogragh or BKG) was

attached to the cable ,rst above the bongo array. Each BKG trace

provided a permanent record of tow profile and permiÈted an

esti¡nate of naximum tow depth. Plankton samples were presetrred

in 58 Formalin and seawater solution buffered with either sodium
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borate (cruises 2MF8L, 1PO85, and 1MF85) or marble chips (cruise

1MF86).

Not all samples that were collected were preserî/ed and

subsequently processed. OnIy the sanples from neÈ 1 were

retained during surívey 1MF86. Samples from both nets nere saved

during suri\reys 2MFSL and LPO85, wj"th net 2 samples intended for
use by Soviet scientists in an ongoing cooperative research

program (Kendall 198L) and net 1 samples retained for analysis by

American scientists.

The conÈents of both nets were also saved during survey 1MF85.

However, while all sanples from net 2 vrere subsequently

processed, only selected samples from net 1 were processed as

part of an evaluation of catch variability along a tow path.

Preserr¡ed samples were sorted and counted at the Polish Sorting

Center, Szczeeírt, Poland (sunreys 2MF81 and lMFg6) or at the AFSC

by Debbie Blood (surveys tPO85 and tMF85). Egg identifications
!,tere perfotnted and counts of walleye pollock eggs verified under

the direction of Ànn Matarese of the AFSC, Seatt1e, I{4. A

subsample of eggs from each catch was visually examined and these

eggs v¡ere assigned to one of 21 stayes of developrnent (Ann

Matarese, pers. conmun. i Bates (Table 3) 1987). AII eggs r¡¡ere

staged from those samples which appeared to have collected less

than 100 eggs; larger egg catches were subsampled and
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approximately 100 eggs from each vtere staged. Subsanpled eggs

that had been crushed or ruptured during collection could be

identified only Èo a general range of developmental stages and

stages 22-24 were used to accurnulate these frequencíes.

Catch standardizations Egg abundance at a sampling statj.on is

usually expressed in ter¡ns of a standardLzed catch (Sette and

Ahlstrom 1948, Smith and Richardson L977) which, in its simplest

form, represents the product of the egg catch at the jth sanpling

station, Ki, and the ratio of depth sarupled to volurne filtered,

Y,/Y,:

( eq. 1)

where
K.
Y;

vj

sj

Y.
s. = t(. J

)Jv.
')

number of eggs collected at the jth station
estimated maximum depth attained during the tow at
the jth station (n)
estiurated volune filt_ered by a net during sarnpling
at the jÈh station (n3)
standardized egg catch for the jth station
(eggs of all stages /m¿ column of seawater from the
surface to the maximum depth attained during the tow).

A standardized abundance for each developmental stage of each

sample was also required for subsequent calculations. À

frequency distribution of the number of eggs in each stage of

developnenÈ was obtained for each sample by staging a subsample

of up to approximately 100 eggs from each catchr âs described

above. Standardized stage abundances, À,j, were then obtained by

partitioning a catch according to the fraction of eggs, Xi¡/IJ¡,
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that each developmental stage represented in the staged

subsample:

(eq. 2)

where
xt¡

uj

Ài.¡

xl¡
Àrj =: sj'uj

number of eggs in the ith stage of development from
the subsampled caÈch collected at the jth station
(eggs of stage i /staged subsample j)
nunber of eggs staged from the jÈh sarnple
(eggs /staged subsample j )
standardized stage abundance, the number of eggs
assigned to the ith- stage for the jth sarnple
(eggs of stage i /m").

Adiustrnent of catches !{alleye pollock eggs are spawned at depth

(Kin L987) and the sanpling gear musÈ pass through the entire
water column to capture all the eggs to be found at a sampling

rocation. The 2oo n maximum target depth used during earrier
suuveys sometj.¡nes left, unsampled a substantial portion of the
v¡ater column. rn addition, in order that the bongo array not be

lost by collision of the gear with the sea bottom, the maximum

depth targeted for shallow stations was sometimes made well above

the actuar station depth. since a substantial portion of the egg

populaÈion may have been missed by these procedures, egg catches

could underestimate the nunber of eggs to be found at a number of
sanpling Locations. rn order to compensate for this, catches

vtere extrapolated upwards (Kendall and Picquelle L99O) based on

sampre depth, station depth, and a presumed distribution of eggs

by depth.
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Eqcr ages and staqe durations The approxiurate age of a group of

eggs was deterrnined on the basis of a log-linear relationship

between incubation temperature and cumulative development tine

(Bates 1987). Trventy-one equations e¡ere developed, one for each

developmental stage, and these equatÍons rtere of the for:¡r:

(eq. 3) tn(Qi¡) = Li f Mi !{j

where
ln(Q,,) estimate of the natural logarithur of Èhe cumulative

development tine (hours) to the end of the íth stage at
the jth station Èemperature
Y intercept, the natural logarithm of the cumulative
development t,ine to the end of the iÈh stage at 0'c
slope of Èhe log-linear relationship for the ith stage
temperature (centigrade) at the jth station.

Calculation of hourlv staqe abundance Since developmental stages

ranged from a few hours to a few days in lengÈh, stage abundance

data could only be conpared by value after standardization for

stage duration:

Li

Mi
wj

(eq. 4 )

where
Di

Bi.¡

Ai¡
EI

"ii 'Di

duration (hours) of the ith stage at the average
station tenperature
hourly abundance for the ith stage at the j-th station
(eggs of stage i /hour of stage duration /m').

Stage duraÈions, D,, were calculated as the difference in the

esti¡nated cunulative development tj-mes, Qij, between the ith and

iÈh-1 developnental st,ages.

Contourinq of hourlv staqe abundance data Smoothed contour

htere prepared using the computer program Surfer from Go1den

plots
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Software, CA. À certain amount of extrapolation of the trends in
data is necessary in preparing conÈour plots. Since contours of

egg densities cannot sensibly extend over land, a series of dummy

stations nere added near shore to each data set in order to
prevent the program from generating such a pattern. Egg caÈches

for durnny stations and for stations where no eggs were found !'rere

assigned arbj.trarily smaIl positive values, and all catch data

t{ere then transformed using corn¡non logarithms prior to
contouring. Contours represent cornmon log cycles of hourly stage

abundance llo9lo(eggs of a stage /hour of spawning 7rn2¡ 1. That

is, each contour revel represents egg densities approxinately 10

times as great as the next lower contour level.

RESULTS

!{alIeye pollock eggs rrrere ubiquit,ous at the tirnes surveyed; at
least one egg was corlected at most sanpring station. Excluding

collections where no eggs were captured, 0.1 eggs of all staqes

/rnz was the lov¡est abundance found and this value approximately

defines the mininar lever of resolution attainable by the

sanpling gear and procedures employed. The largest standardized

egg catches (eggs of all stages /nz) nere 3so,oLo (adjusted for
depth) for 2MF81, 176,678 (adjusted for depth) for survey t-po8s,

23,I7I for sunrey 1MFB5, and 25,297 for surrrey 1MFg6.
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The distributions and relative abundances of developmental stages

6, L2, and 18 are shown for sutlrreys 2MFgL/Lo, 1PO85' 1I{F85, and

1MF86 in Figures 5-16. Excluding collections where no e99s of a

stage rrere collected, standardized sÈage abundances ranged from

slightly less than -1 to just over 5 common log cycles. The

highest log cycle vras seldom obserr¡ed, and where found, occurred

for only a lÍ¡rited geographic extent (for example, stage 6 of

surîveys 2MF81/1o and 1PO85) . Eggs srere conrnonly found in nearly

all stages of development at stations with moderate to high

catches.

DISCUSSION

Egg abundance gradients throughouÈ the sunrey area varied in
character over the three years surrreyed. The data for L98L

showed steep gradients, that is, small regions of relatively high

abundances which rapidly tapered off to relatively low abundances

for the bulk of the surx/ey area. fn contrast, the data for the

years 1985 and 1986 presented a much more homogeneous pattern of

egg catches, with most of the surnrey area having moderate

abundances.

The character of abundance gradients is of significance when the

data are used in population estirnation. The abundance found at a

sanpling location rnay be extrapolated to a surrounding area with



Figure 5. Distribution
Theraqra chalcoqramma,
zMFgL/Io. Contours are
catch.

and abundance of walleye pollock eggs,in developmental stage e fðr the ,"ii"y
conmon log cycles of standardized egg



Figure 6. Distribution and abundance of warreye porlock egrgs,
Theragra charcoqramma, in developmentar stage 6 for the survey
1PO85. Contours are common 1og cycles of standardized egg catch.
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Figure 7. Distribution and abundance of waLreye porlock eggs,
Tþeraqra charcogramma, in developnentar stage e fãr the suiiey1MF85. Contours are common tog cycles of standardized egg calch.



Figure 8. Distribution and abundance of warleye pollock eggs,
T!e!?gra chalcoqramrna, in developrnãntai stage 6 for the survey1MF86' contours are co¡nmon log ðy"r.=-of standardized egg catch.
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Figure 10. Distribution and abundance of walleye pollock eggs,
Theraqra chalcoqramma, in developmental stage L2 for the survey
1PO85. Contours are conmon log cycles of standardized egg catch.
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Figure 11. Distribution and abundance
Theracrra chalcoqramma, in developrnental
1MF85. Contours are conmon J.og óycles

of walleye pollock eggs,
stage L2 for the survey

of standardized egg catch.



Figure L2. Distribution and abundance
Theraqra chalcoqramma, in developmental
1MF86. Contours are common 1og cycles

of walleye pollock eggs,
sÈage L2 for the survey

of standardized egg cat,ch.



Figure 13. Distribution and abundance of warleye porJ.ock eggs,
Tlqlqgr" charcgqramma, in developmèntur stage 18 for the survey2MFgL/ro. contours are common täg cycles oi standardized "gg-'catch.



Figure L4. DÍstribution and abundance
theracrra chalcocrramma, in developmental
1PO85" ConÈours are common log cycles

of waLl-eye pollock eggs,
stage 18 for the survey

of standardized egg catch.



Figure 15. Distribut,ion and abundance of walreye porrock eggs,
Theraqra chalcoqramma, in deveropnental stage 19 for the survey
1MF85. Contours are common log cycles of standa:dized egg catðh.



Figure 16. Distribution and abundance
Theraqra chalcogramma, in developnental
1MF86. Contours are common log cycles

of walleye pollock eggs,
stage I8 for the survey

of standardized egg catch.
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greater confidence if gradients in the viciniÈy of this station
are moderate. It is much more hazardous to extrapolate a catch

to a surrounding area if the gradients are rapidly changing. It
will be seen in Chapter 6 that, the steepness of abundance

gradients had a noticeable inpact on the sanpling distributions
of certaj.n paraureters which vrere obtained from a computer

siuulation of sarnpting"
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CHÀPTER 3. Prelininary estimation of seasonal egg production and
the daily rate of egg nortality for the years 198L, 1985, and
1986.

INTRODUCTION

The purposes of this chapter are r.) to adapt and improve the

procedures of Bates (1987) for the estimation of seasonal egg

production and daily egg mortaliÈy, and 2) to obtain prelirninary

estimates of these pararneters for the years 1981, 1985, and 1986.

I{ETHODS

Polvqonal station areas Egg sarnpling was sometimes concentrated

in certain regions of the sura¡ey area and, in order that this
preferential sarnpling should not bias subsequent analyses, it was

necessary to weigh egg catch data by area. Area weighting

factors v/ere determined by the polygonal station nethod of Sette

and Atrlstrom (1948). Polygonal station areas were constructed

from perpendicular bisectors between adjacent stations.
Bisectors !üere extended to the perineter of the sun¡ey area for

those stations occurring nearest to the outer reaches of the

survey area. Polygona1 station areas are shown in Figures 17-21.

Calculation of obserr¡ed catch abundances The totat abundance of

a developmental stage within the survey area was calculated as:



Figure L7 . Sunrey area, station
areas for sunrey 2MFg1/Lo.

Iocations, and polygonal station



Figure 18. sunrey area, station rocations, and polygonar staÈionareas f or surr¡ey 2MF8 L/tri.



Figure 19. Sunrey area,
areas for sunrey 1pOg5.

station locations, and polygonal station



Figure 20. sunrey area, station locations, and polygonar stationareas for surr¡ey 1MFB5.



Figure 2L. survey area, station rocations, and porygonal statj-onareas for sunrey 1MF86.
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J
(eq. 5) Ci =.E- [A¡¡ P¡]

l=r
where
J number of stations occupied during a sulrtey
Pj polygonal area (nt) assÍgned to the jth station based- on the nethod of Sette and Ahlstrom (1948)
Ci total abundance of the ith stage within the suryey

area (eggs of stage Í /su:rrey area) .

The expression in brackets in eq. 5 shall hereafter be referred

Ëo as a polygonal sÈage abundance (eggs of stage i /polygonal
sÈation area j ) . [See addendum 1]

The date of samolino lT) for a sur:\rev The effective date of the

spawning season around which a sutîvey vras centered was calculated

as a weighted average of the dates and times that each statj.on

was occupied. Polygonal stage abundances were enployed as

weights. This weighting scheme resulted in a central date of

sarnpling for a survey that approxinated the date that most eggs

vrere collected:

where
I the 21 developmental stages comprising the incubation

period
ci local day-of-the-year of sampling at the jth station
T' day-of-the-year of thr spawning season upon which the

surí\¡ey was centered.

I
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i=1
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Calculation of predicted values for t,otal stage abundances Bates

(1987) argued that egg rnortality could not be estimated in the

usual way when the rate of spawning was rapidly changing. To do

so would require solution for I+1 unknowns (I unknown values for
egg production and the unknown nortality coefficient) when only I
data points vrere available (I stage abundance values). He

developed an approach to predict Èhe abundance of an egg cohort

by assuming that the seasonal spawning curve can be expressed as

a nonconstant but deÈerministic function of Èime.

Mathematically, his approach combined the norrnar probability
density function with the exponential function. the normal curve

describes the changing rates of spawning over the spawning season

as a function of spawning date. The exponential cutîve inplies
that a constant fraction of the su:r¡iving eggs are removed from

the population per unit inÈenral of age.

A predicted value for total stage abundance under the foregoing
assumptions of a normal spawning curve and constant exponential

nortality was obtained by numerically integrating the following
equation between appropriate ages:

fb,eq.7 Cy=J", ,lñ "-{+#] "*nt-ztr dt

where
e

p
o

z

seasonal egg production (fertilized eggs spawned
/sunrey area /spawning season)
day-of-the-year of peak spawning
one standard deviation in the normal spawning curve
(days)
coefficient of instantaneous nortality
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ai

bi

cí,
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instantaneous age of eggs (days)
cumulative time from spawning to the beginninq of the

developnental stage i (days)
cumulative time from spawnj.ng to the ending of the

developmental stage i (days)
predicted total stage abundance for the ith stage
(eggs of the ith stage /su:rrey area) .

The constants ai and b, !üere obtained for stage i using eq. 3 and

an average temperature for a surîvey. Average temperatures were

5.2"C for cruise 2MF81, 5.6'C for cruises 1PO85 and 1MF85, and

4.2"c for cruise 1MF86 (Ki¡n, pers. commun.). Parameters to be

estimated are Z, þ, o, and €.

The solution of eq. 7 requires 1) a procedure to calculate Èhe

predicted abundance of each age group, 2) an error function to

defíne an opÈinal fit, and 3) a nurnerical fitting procedure to

provide best fitting parameter estinates. The approaches taken

to satisfy each of these requirements will now be addressed.

The exact deter¡nination of a predicted stage abundance would

require an integration of eq. 7. However, this equati.on cannot

be evaluated exactly since Èhe normal curve cannot be integrated

into elenentary functions. Instead, each trial value for a

predicted stage abundance was numerically determined by a series

of trapezoidal integrations. In performing these integratl-ons,

instantaneous abundances were calculated at hourly intervals of

age throughout the range of ages ai to b, cornprising the stage.

Each instantaneous abundance vras determined by evaluating the

integrand of eq. 7 using an age (t, a,<t<b¡), the date of
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sampling for the sur:r/ey (T), and current trial values for the

parameters e , þ, o , and Z. The i.nstantaneous abundances vtere

Èhen sr¡mmed over the age inten¡al to produce the predicted stage

abundance for that trial.

The nonconstant stage durations again played a role in
calculations. Stage durations varied fron a few hours to a few

days in duration. Stage abundance data can be expected to

deviate somewhat fron Èhe best fÍtting trend and this lack of fit

wilt, in general, be greatest for stages having the longest

durations as the error frorn the lack of fit accumulates over the

Ionger durations. In order to remedy the effect of stage

duration on fitting errors, both obserr¡ed and predicted egg

abundances vtere first standardized to equal inten¡als of spawning

before evaluation under the error criterion. Average daily stage

abundances, Hi and H¡,, nere obtained by dividing the total
abundances ci and C,, (eqs. 5 and 7) by stage duration, Di, in
days and the size of the surnrey area in n2.

A logarithuric error term was eurployed in the fitting criterion.
The effect of a logarithrnic fit was to encourage predicted

abundances to approxinate the same log cycle as obsen¡ed

abundances. This is an improvement to the absolute error
criterion used by Bates (1987) since predicted values are nor¡/

more 1ikely to approxi¡nate the magnitude of observed stage

abundances for all developmental stages employed in the analysis.
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The objective function to be ¡nininized was defined as the sum of

the log-transforned absolute differences between obsen¡ed and

predicted daily stage abundances:

(eq. I )

where
IIi

Hi

Hi,
Hi,

E

r
f, = E ln( abs (Hi, - Hi) )

.: -rI-I

obser:r¡ed average daily abundance of stage i
(eggs of stage i /day-of stage duration-/mz)
=Q.*24

Di
predicted daily abundance of stage i
=Q..*24

Di
total fitting error.

Best fitting estj.mates for parameters of eq. 7 were obtained by

brute computational force using a self-directing search procedure

called the sinplex rnethod (Spendley, eÈ al. L962, Kowalik and

Osborne 1968). Beginning with user-supplied initial vaLues for
all parameters, the sinplex procedure repeatedly nodifies these

values until eiÈher a local mÍniurun in the error function is
attained up to a specifiable level of preci.sion or until the

procedure is no longer able to create trial values thaÈ would

result in a decrease in the total fitting error.

À series of calculations h¡ere performed within each iteration of
the sirnplex procedure. First, using the currently assumed values

for model parameters, a tentative value was calculated for each

predicted stage abundance. Differences between these tentative
abundances and their corresponding obsenred stage abundances lrere

then determined and accumulated. The results of each set of such
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trial fittings r¡rere Èhen used to generate improved trial values

for model parameters before the next iteration r¡ras begun.

Restrictions placed on data and parameter values Abundance data

for stages 1-6 and 2I-24 vrere discarded prior to fitting the

model to the sun/ey data. The developmental stages immediately

following fertilization are often underrepresented in planktonic

egg sanples (Sette and Àhlstrom 1948, Bates 1987). The observed

abundance of Èhe stage just prior to hatching, stage 2L, may also

be unrepresentative and was ignored. Stages 22-24 represent

broad ranges of age which overlap a number of developmental

stages; these were used only to accumulate frequencies for staged

eggs that could not be assigned to a particular stage within the

developmental stages L-21.. OnIy data for the remaining L4

stages, stages 7-2O, erere ernployed in the estimation of model

parameters.

only two of the four nodel parameters vJere estimated from survey

data because of data lj.nitat,ions. Only one survey v/as conducted

during the spawning season for the years l-985 and 1986; witn only

one survey per season available, the best fitting estimates for
the parameters of the seasonal spawning curîve, ¡¿ and o, trere

heavily dependent on the precision of obsenred stage abundance

values. For the purposes of this analysis, p was set to day-of-

the-year 9L and o was set to 7 days in duratJ.on, and the values

for e and Z were determined from the egg daÈa.
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RESULTS

Figures 22-26 show for each sun/ey the obsenred values for stage

abundances and the fitted t,rend based on the best fitting
estinates for the parameters e and Z and the assumed values for p,

and o. Obserrred values are indicat,ed by a rr+rr s1mbol. The upper

plot indicates the rnagnitude and direction of fitting errors.
The obser¡¡ed and predicted values vrere Lo9 transformed in the

upper plot; the lower plot shows the untransformed values. Both

plots illustrate the corresponding shape of the normal-

exponential function that was fit to the data. Note that the

variabiliÈy arnong obserrred sÈage abundances in the lower ploÈ is
greatest for the younger stages than for the older stages.

Table 3. Parameter estimates for the spawning of walleye pollock
during the years 1981, 1985, and 1986. Model paraneÈers are
seasonal egg production, e; date of peak spawning, ¡r; one
standard deviation Ín the nor:mal curäre representing seasonal egg
production, oì and Èhe coefficient, of instantaneous egg
nortality, Z. BÍologica1 j,nfomation outside of eqg ðurvey data
was available to define ¡r and o. p was equated to day-of-the-
year 91 and o was equated to 7 days in duration. v{ith ¡r and o
set, the remaining parameters e and z were determined from the
obsen¡ed stage abundance data for developrnental stages 7-2o.

surn¡ey
designator

e
( 1012 eggs)

þo(day-of-the-year) (days)

2MFB I/Io
2MF8 L/bí

1PO85
1MF85

lMF86

L72.2
189.9

114.9
154.0

181.9

9t
91

7
7

0.68
o.26

o.20
o.25

o.23

7
7

91
91

91
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exponenÈiaI relationship between spawning season, abundance, andage. The upper plot shows the trend fitted to the data and theresiduals under the error criterion of absolute differences
between_log-transformed obserr¡ed and predicted abundances. The
rower prot irrustrates the appearance- of the fitted trend anddata after back transformation.
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Best fitting estimates of the parameÈers e and Z in eq. 7 are

given in Table 3 for the years L991, 1985, and 1986. Based on

the egg data available and the analytical extrapolations

employed, seasonal egg production within the sun¡ey area lras

approximately the same for the years 1981 and 1986, but egg

production during 1985 was only two-thirds of this level.
Estimates of the daily nortality coefficient generally ranged

between 0.20 and 0.26, although a vaLue of 0.68 was obtained for

surivey 2MF8L/Io. A reassessment of these prelininary parameter

values and a gauge of their probable significance are developed

ín Chapter 6.

DISCUSSION

Values for 'u and o assumed Sunrey data lrere not suf f icient to

define the duration and date of peak spawning under the normal-

exponential urodel. When data are only available from a lirnited
fractj.on of the spawning season, the best fitting estimates of

the parameters ¡r, and ø are heavily dependent on the obsen¡ed

trend in stage abundance data. Until total stage abundances can

be deter¡nined with substantial precision, su¡i\rey data that is
centered on a narrovt ti¡ne fra¡ne cannot, be relied on to dependably

provide infonnation on the character of spawning over the

remaining spawning season.
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The fact that stage abundances only weakly conform to the fitÈed
trend (the lower plots of Figures 22-26) indicates that it, is
hazardous to rely on the stage abundance data from a single
sun¡ey to suggest plausÍble estimates for the date parameters p

and o. In effect, one is trying to extract date information from

the data that prirnarily reflects the variability of abundance

information. ff this vrere attempted, the estimate for ¡t

suggested by the fitting procedure could well be guite different
from a date in early spring generally considered as the

approxinate date of peak spawning. Sirnilarly, the best fitting
estimate for o rnight be an equally inprobable varue, such as one

year ot 2 days in length. Dubious values of these magni.tudes

stere indeed obtained in prelirninary fitting experiment,s using a

series of hypothetical data sets. This indj.cates that the model

containing p and o as unknoqrn parameters is specified too
generally relative to the data.

Since the fitting procedure cannot be allowed unlirnited latitude
to suggest vaLues for rnodel paraneters, the procedure must be

constrained in some way to insure that best fitting vaLues do not

violate credulity. One way to rnathematically acconplish this is
to add penalty ter¡rs to the error function (Daniels 1978).

Fortunatery, additional mathematicar complications were not
necessary since the determination of the date of peak spawning

and seasonal spawning duration are not totalry dependent on egg

surnrey data aIone.
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Àdditional infotmation was available outside of egg sunrey data

to define reasonable values for the date paraneters þ and o. For

example, since the spawning season is thought to be at least one

month in duration (Bates L987, Kim L987), the best fitÈing value

for o would be e>çected to fall somewhere within a range of, sâY,

5-10 days. Si¡nilarly, the best fitting value f,or p would be

expected to fall within a week of, sây, Àpril 1. Esti¡naÈes for

the date parameters p and o must occur r¡ithin a narrow absolute

range to confom with biological reality. However, values for

the abundance parameters e and Z are tmly unknown, and

estination of these parameters is entÍrely dependent on egg

surÍn¡ey data.

Selectinq an error cri.terion In fittinq a model to data by

nininizing an objective function, the choice of an error
criterion resolves the questj.ons L) qrhether to evaluate

differences between obsen¡ed and predicted values in absolute or

in relatíve tenos and 2 ) whether t,o respond strongly to, or

minimize the importance of, large differences between obsen¡ed

and predicted values. For reasons that will now be developed,

the choices made here were to use relative errors and to reduce

the irnpact of large errors on the nagnitudes of best fitting
estimates. [See addendum 2]

Absolute versus relative differences An absolute differences
criterion allowed certain age groups to powerfulì.y influence the
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nagnitudes of parameter estimates. In preliminary fitting
experiments on the 2MF81 suri/ey data, the estimation procedure

attempted to generate predÍcted stage abundances which would as

closely as possible approxi¡nat,e the obserryed values of the more

abundant, younger stages. Yet, to do this, the predicted

abundances for the less abundant, older stages were often forced

toward zero. [See addendun 3]

These results frorn an absolute error criterion were the

conseç[uence of an inplicit down-weighting of all but early stage

abundance data. To see this, consider the differences between an

obserr¡ed low abundance and a pred.i,cted value of zero. This

difference is s¡naIl in absolute terms, particularly when compared

to the absolute fitt,ing errors associaÈed with stages that are

several orders of magnitude more abundant. For example, the

dÍfference between 0 and L00 eggs/ d.ay/ m2 Ís snall compared to
the difference between 2 X1O4 and 3 XLO4. The latter contributes

greatly to the total lack of fit while the former contributes

Iittle. All differences would need to be of sirnilar magnitude,

for example IO4, for an absolute differences criterion to be

useful for fitÈing purposes. [See addendurn 4]

fn addition to numerical considerations, a relative error
criterion vras also preferred because of the statistical
information contained in abundance data. It is implicitly
assumed when using an absolute error criterion that the
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measurement error for all daÈa points are approximately equal;

this is a separaÈe consideration from the lack of fit discussed

previously. Ilowever, the precision associated with estimates of

obsen¡ed stage abundances (eq. 2) are known to vary

systematically with Èhe magnitude of the obser¡red values (Bates

1987). The precision of observred stage abundance estirnates is
often poorest for the more recently spawned age groups. For this

reason, their iurportance must be down weighted.

Scalinq the importance of differences Many numerical approaches

are available for weighting the inpact on total fitting error of

individual differences between obserr,red and predicted stage

abundances. Possible examples include taking the absolute value

of differences, squaring differences, cubing differences, or

using a higher power function (Daniels 1978). An error criterion
conmonly employed in fitting procedures is the rrsum of squared

differencesrr, which has the desirable property of producing

maximum likelihood parameter estj.mates if the errors are additive
and distributed normally (Draper and Smith L98L). This criterion
is an outgrowth of the theory of moments of a random variable,
specifically the second moment about the mean of the distribution
of a rando¡n variable (Mood and Graybill 1963).

In the present analytical problem, the unweighted squared error
criterion was not optinar in providing best fitting estimates

that ttere numerically robust; broader sarnpling distributions !'/ere
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obtained for model paraneters in preliminary fitting experiments

under the squared error criterion than under the absolute value

criterion. This degradation in fitting utility was due to the

importance accorded to outliers by the squared error criÈerion.

TTre term froutliersrt is used here in the sense of obsen¡ations

which deviate Èhe nost frorn a trend fitted to a set of data. The

influence of these outliers on the shape and location of a fitted
trend, and thereby on the rnagnitudes of pararneter estimates,

becones increasÍngly powerful when a function of squared or

higher power is used in the error criterion. [See addendun 5]

Moreover, in addition to empirical consideraÈions, the squared

differences criterion vras not required since total stage

abundances vrere not estiurated in a formar statisticar sense.

Instead, one of the chief aj.ms of this chapter was to seek a

robust fiÈting procedure for eq. 7, a procedure that could be

expected to lead to similar values for individual parameters when

using any plausible set of data drawn from the egg population.
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CHAPTER 4. The influence of certain data on estimates of total
stage abundance.

INTRODUCTION

Provisional values for the parameters e and Z, representing

seasonal egg production and the coefficient of daily mortality,

were estimated in Chapter 3 but no variance estimates r{ere

calculated. This chapter and the next two chapters will provide

perspectives by which the robustness of the estination procedures

can be assessed. The task can loosely be divided into
evaluations of 1) the adequacy of the sunrey design in sampling

the biological population and 2) the adequacy of the analytical
rnethods in representing both biological and sampling evenÈs.

The adequacy of sampling can be assessed, in part, by examining

the relative influence that each data point had on the estimates

of total stage abundance, an important intermediate vaLue in the

stream of calculations performed in Chapter 3. Relative

influences were gauged by the fraction of total stage abundance

contributed by the abundance of each developmental stage for the

region around each sanpling station.

Àgain, variance estimates will not be generated; the intent here

is not to provide some measure of the possible variability of
estimates, but to look beyond this toward the robust estimation

of total stage abundances.
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METHODS

Each est,irnate of total stage abundance, Ci, was deterrnined by

sunning polygonal stage abundances, [Ai¡ P¡J, over all stations
within the su¡¡,¡ey area (eq. 5) . Percentage contribution plots

were constructed Èo visually indicate the contribution of each

polygonal stage abundance relative to total stage abundance

(Figures 27-3Ll.

Each percentage contribution plot is composed of L4 columns which

correspond to the developmental stages 7-2O. A column represents

1008 of the esÈi¡nated total abundance for a stage, irrespective
of the actual nagnitude of this estinate. A polygonal stage

abündance contribuÈes some definable fraction to Èhe estinate of
total stage abundance, and this fractional contribution was

plotted as a rectangular area within a column. Fractional
contributions vrere ranked within a column from the rargest
(botton) to the smallest (top).

RESULTS

sun¡ev desicrn and fraetionar contributíons The fractionar
contributions varied in size and the range of si¿es varied
between surt/eys. The widest ranges were assocÍated with the data

from cruise 2MF81. Three stations from survey 2MFgt/Io and three

different staÈions from sur:vey 2MF8L/hi formed roughty 758 of the
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obselated totaL abundance for each developmental stage (generally

the lower three rectangles of each column of Figures 27-28). By

contrast, all fractional contributions for surrreys 1PO85, 1MF85,

and 1MF86 were more nearly the same size and, therefore,
estimates of total stage abundance srere seldom dominated by data

frorn a few samples.

The range of sizes for fractional contributions was a function of
su¡a¡ey design and of the heterogeneity of egg abundances. A grid
of regrularry spaced stations was ernployed during cruise 2MFgl-;

since egg abundances for this year rdere the nost heterogeneous

found, the percentage contribution prot for this sura¡ey v¡as

dominated by the data from a few sampres. A grid design was also

employed for su:rrey 1PO85, buÈ fractional contributions $/ere more

nearly the same size because egg abundances throughout the survey

area appeared to be more honogeneous than those of 1991 (e.g.,
Fígure L1 versus Figure 10).

fnstead of employing a grid design, sutîveys LMF85 and 1MFB6 were

designed to have a greater station density in regions that !{ere

either expected to have high egg densities, or were found to have

high densities as the sur¡/ey was being conducted. The

concentration of stations in regiwns of the sun/ey area where

eggs ltere obser¡¡ed resulted in a corresponding reduction in the
sizes of porygonal station areas. As a consequence of this
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strategiy, the dominance of a few, Iarge egg catches over all

other sample data was moderated. [See addendum 6]

Pivotal sarnnles and adiacent develoomental stacres !{hen the

estj.mated totals rrtere dominated by daÈa from only a few stations,

as was the case for the 1981 surîveys, these same few stations

generally comprised a large fraction of the esti¡nated totals for

a series of adjacent developmental stages. For sutr/ey 2MFgI/hi

(Figure 1), stations c0864-G091À doninated all stages to various

degrees. For surnrey 2MF8I/Io, stations G0224-GO24A dourinated

stages 7-I2, stations G041À, G0434, and G044À dominated stages 9-

L5, station c0294 dominated stages 14-L9, and statÍon G0834

dominated stages 18-20.

For the surveys 1PO85 and 1MF85 (Figures 2-3), certain stations

vtere also relatively dorninant over a range of stages, but their
impact was considerably less and no samples nere of overwhelrning

influence in defining the eventual rnagnitude of total stage

abundances estimates. For surrrey 1MF86, station G033A, dominated.

However, this was not the result of a large egg catch obtained in
a regÍon of substantial abundance, but rather the result of the

large polygonal area defined for this station (Figure 21) in
order that station areas completely encompass che survey area.

The raritv of stacre 13 Some surveys yielded relatively few

samples containing eggs in developmental stage 13. Fractional
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contribution plots show a few large rectangles for stage L3 for
sura¡ey 1PO85 (Figrure 29) and perhaps also for survey LMF86

(Figrure 31), Índicating that the egg catches at these few

stations dominated the eventual estimate of total abundance for
this stage. Su:nrey 1I{F85, oD the other hand, provided fractional
contributions that $rere similar in size to those of adjacent

columns.

The dissinilarity of stage 13 data from that for other stages was

not related to the laboratory where egg staging was performed.

the Szczecin laboratory found relatively few occurrences of stage

13 eggs for surrrey 1MF86 and relativery urany for surrrey 1MF85.

And the AFSC raboratory found relatively few occurrences for
sutîvey 1Po85. rt is difficult to assess the pattern for survey

2MF81, which was staged at the AFsc laboratory, since catches

from a few stations dorninate all stages and not just stage L3.

DTSCUSSTON

rmprications of pivotal- data on population estimates rf the

nagnitude of an estinated total was largely determined by only a

few polygonal stage abundances, then one is required to assume,

generally without adequate supporting evidence, that these têvt

catches and their corresponding polygonat areas vrere reriable
representations of the surr,reyed popuration, both as to mean

abundance and spatial extent.
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fn addition to questions of representativeness, the estimates of

total stage abundance can be subject to unanticipated

conplications when the estimated total is allowed to be a

function of the data from a few sanples. Bates (L987) noted that
Èhe magnitude of mortality coefficients can be an artifact of

Iocalized patterns of spawnj.ng and dependent on a very few,

critical data points. The confounding of urortality estinat,ion

v¡ith trends in stage abundances at a few pj.votal stations was

reduced in the 1985 and 1986 sun/eys by the concentrat,ion of
stations in regions of relatively high egg abundance.

A proposed test for the adecn¡acv of samplincr À useful, visual
test for the adequacy of sanrpring is to examine the relative
sizes of fractional contributions in a percent composj.Èion pIot"
Atl rectangles wiÈhin a colurnn and betr¡een columns should be

approxirnately the same size. This would indicaÈe that polygonal

stage abundances contribute equally to the esti¡nate of total
stage abundance and that a subset of the data was not critical in
defining this total.

This sinple test has inprications regarding the design and

inplenentation of a sun¡ey. Few stations should be allocated to
areas thought to contain very few eggs, and many stations should

be rocated in areas of high egg abundance. This allocat,ion may

be done prior to sampring, or as sampling is occurring and a

concentration of eggs is discovered" since the rocations of egg
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concentrations are usually not known ahead of ti¡ne, it is perhaps

best to disperse stations somewhat. This would allow the su:rrey

area Èo be searched for other concentrations of eggs while still
denying a few stations a pivotal importance in the estimation of
population parameters. ISee addendum 7]
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CHAPTER 5. The variability of egg cat,ches between paired nets.

INTRODUCTION

An egg catch is usually assrrned to be representative of egg

densities for some definable area around a sanpling station.

Ilowever, the density of eggs is not constant throughout this

region, but is instead a statistical guantity whose sampling

disÈribution can be characterized. How confident can one be in

extrapolating an egg catch to sone encompassing region? An

examination of the nature of catch variability over sma1l scales

of distance can provide some insight on the precision of an

esti¡rated mean based on one obselr¡ation.

The purposes of this chapter are 1) to report on data collected

during surn¡ey 1IllF85, where both cod ends from each tow were

saved, and to evaluate the rnagnitude of net-to-net variability in

egg catches between paired nets, 2) to estinate station-to-
station variability in standardized egg catches for use in Èhe

next chapter, and 3) to anticipate certain improvenents in
sanpling design.

METHODS

Both cod ends fro¡n 20 cn bongo tows $rere preserîved during survey

1MF85. A flowmeter was suspended in the mouth of each net to
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provide separate vol-ume estimates. Egg catch and volume data

were analyzed for 28 paired tovrs conducted throughout the survey

area. Sarnpling procedures and catch standardizations $/ere

discussed in Chapter 2.

A coefficient of variation for each paired catch was calculated

for raw catches, Kj, and standardized catches, Sj, using the

formula:

-Ftl'
(eq. g ) út

or

(s,1-î12
ÚJ=

where

Rj mean. egg catch from both nets at Èhe jth
station (eq. 1)

Knj egg catch from the nth net at the jth
station

Sj mean standardized egg catch (eq. 1) for Èhe jth
stacion

Sni standardized egg catch from the nth net of the jth
station

CVi coefficient of variat,ion for a pair of' (un) standardized egg catches at the jth station.
An average coefficient of variation and a standard deviation of
this coefficient stere calculated for both unstandardized and

standardized data sets (Cochran Lg77 [eq. 2.47J).

KoJ

KJ

sj
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RESULTS

Patterns obser¡¡ed in calculated volumes filtered and raw catches

Consistent differences vrere found in the calculated volumes

filtered, Vnl, between paired nets. In absolute te¡ms, the

calculated volune filÈered by net 2 was always greater than the

calculated volume filtered by net L, with an average difference

of 6 ur5 (standard deviation t.a n3). In relative terms, the

calculated volunes indicated that net 1 filtered L5.72 less

volume (ratio standard deviation 3.5å) than net 2.

Consistent differences vrere also found for the number of eggs

collected, Knj, in paired nets. The egg catch in net I, Krj,

exceeded the catch in net 2, \¡, in 20 out of 28 paired samples.

However, coefficients of variation based on paired samples were

within 58 for 18 sanples and exceeded 5å for 10 samples, of which

8 sarnples had higher nu¡nbers caught in net 1.

Maanitude of net:to:net variabilitv durins a tow Table 4

surnnarizes the nagnitude and variability of egg catches from

paired nets for both unstandardized and standardized catches.

The standardization process resulted in each standardized value

being roughly 10 ti¡nes larger t¡.ârl a corresponding unstandardized

value.
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Table 4. variability in catches of walleye pollock eggs betweenpaired 20 crn bongo nets.

station egg catch Knj standardized egg catc6 Snj

net 1 net 2 cv (*) net 1 net 2 cv(å)

G026À
GO35A
GO42A
GO46A
GO48A
GO49A
GO51A
G052À
G053À
G054À
GO55A
GO56A
GO57À
GO58A
GO59A
GO6OA
GO62A
GO64A
G065À
G066À
GO67A
GO68A
GOTOA
GO71A
GO72A
G073À
GO77A
GOsOA

26L6
333
822

1 138
277
74L
578

26LL
3839

649
1169
1660
2398
r620
113 1
L260
2804
22L7
L237
1428
2429

877
575
516
773
667
464
768

2580
336
782
895
27L
65s
5]-2

2253
3843

64].
1595
L446
2320
1613
1107
L236
2L20
2862
12 88
1493
2493

895
478
483
766
680
462
513

L8656
2094
4799
83 87
].999
5400
4551

2427 6
27552

3837
7 4L4

L2368
163 15
t226L
7928
9683

21-323
16889
t_0L82
LO97 6
r9246

6349
3983
37 02
5922
4589
27 48
5373

L5892
1853
3880
5492
L632
3949
3356

165L4
23L7L

3343
8826
8843

L3305
99 11
637 4
I r.59

L3278
17929

852L
943L

16145
5441-
2862
297I
4567
4L03
2566
3 004

l_1
9

15
29
1-4
22
2I
27
L2
10
I2
24
L4
t5
15
L2
1.,

4
L3
t_ t_

1
L
4

17
2
9
9

10
0
1

22
10

2
0
2
1

20
t8

3
3
2
1

13
5
L
1
0

28

9
11
23
15
18
I
5

40

The coefficients of variation between egg catches from paired 20

cm bongo nets vrere plotted against mean catch size in Figure 32

for unstandardized catches (top) and standarc¡ized catches

(botton). Based on a fit by êyê, these coefficient,s hrere

independent of catch size. Being independent, an average

coefficient of variation can be calculated without, respect to the
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nagnÍtudes of neÈ-to-net egg catches. This average coefficient
vtas 6.8å (ratio standard deviation 9.2t) before standardization

and 16.1å (raÈio standard deviation 10.48) following
standardization. Modal values for coefficients of variation vrere

approximately 13 and 158 respectively.

DISCUSSION

Catch differences before and after standardization À coefficient
of variation will not change if the data are rescaled by constant

values. The increases obsen¡ed in most coefficients following
the standardization process, r¡hich is a siurple rescaling of data,

thus indicate the presence of systematic differences in the
estimated volurnes f ittered by paired 20 cru bongo nets. volume

differences do not appear to have resurted from a partial
blockage of unrestricted flow into the nets. The most rikety
causes for the obsetr¡ed differences nere due to imprecision in
the calibration of flowmeters and to a deviation of flowmeters

with use from their calibrated condition.

Catch varíabilitv over various scales of distance Whatever the

cause of dissi¡nilarities in the volumes filtered and the number

of eggs collected by paired nets, only a portion of the
variabirity Ín standardized egg catches can be accounted for by

tow characteristics. The remaining variability nust be

attributed to an inherent level of variability in egg densitíes
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along a tow path. OnIy a fraction of a meter separated paired

nets on a 20 cm bongo. Thus, in regard to the representativeness

of samples from these nets, the variability in egg densities over

a few centimeters of distance approximates 168 standard deviation

on average after catch standardization. Although raw catches

were less variable, standardized catches, not raw catches, are

required in virtuatly all analyses of abundance data.

The variability in egg densities within a surîvey area can be

conceptually partitioned into a number of arbitrary components as

a function of the distance between sanplj.ng stations. These

cornponents are arbitrary since egg densities vary over space as a

continuum rather than in discrete i.ncrements as a function of

distance. For analytical convenience, the continuum of catch

variability nay be partitioned into four components. Proceeding

along a continuous scale of distance from the local to the

global, these categories are 1) variability between pal-red nets

during a tow along adjacent tow paths, 2) variability between

nultiple tows at a sarnpling station, 3) variability between

stations within a local region defined by an area of arbitrary
size, and 4) variability between regions within the survey area.

Egg catch variability attributed to the first cornponent, i.e.
between paired catches fron the same tow, vras found to
approxinate 168 following the standardization process. This
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coefficient sras obtained for 2O crn bongos; net-to-net variability

might be smaLler for nets having a larger nouth diameter, such as

the 60 cm bongo, since the larger cross-sectional area would

integrate variaÈions in egg densities over a somewhat larger

distance orthogonal to the tow path.

Sanple-to-sarnple variability (components 1 and 2) nay be crudely

estimated by rounding the instantaneous variabiliÈy upwards to

2OZ. No data are available from the current set of su::rreys Èo

usefully evaluate this or higher categories of variability.
Bates (1987) found that the last component (variability over the

surarey area) approxinated 40t near the tine of peak spawning

during the 1981 spawning season. However, he argued that this
value understates the precision with r¡hich an estimated total can

be knovrn because the common statistical models he examined ignore

spatial trends, trends which are known Èo occur in the

distribution of eggs throughout a suta/ey area. These models are

less than appropriate for the additional reason that samples are

often obtained under some form of a systematic Arid rather than

at random as reguired under the theoret,ical formulation of these

models.

CONCLUSION

Improvements to sun¡ey design The

suggests that, relative variability

analysis in this chapter

between replicate Èows at
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station nay approxirnate 2oZ. It was demonstrated in chapter 4

that a few egg catches can be instrunental in defining the

nagnitude of an estimated total stage abundance. Taking these

two obsen¡ations together, this irnplies that the reproducibility
of an estinated total can be extremely linit,ed if the total is

based on very few egg catches of very dubious reproducibiliÈy

themselves.

But these analyses also indicate srays that both sampling design

and estimation procedures can be irnproved. Before these

inprovements are suggested, hoerever, a num.ber of constraints on

the sanpling of waLleye pollock eggs nust be recognÍzed.

The locatj.on and intensiÈy of spawning by adults is consÈanÈly

shifting within Shelikof Strait and can radically change within
the course of a week. For this reason egg surnieys should be

completed within approximately one week so that data nay be

considered as a synoptic represent,ation of egg distributions and

densiÈies.

Moreover, severe weather frequently forces the discarding of

sanpling schedules and the positions of projected sarnpling

statÍons. This .ill probably always remain an unavoidable

constraint on the guality of suryey data.
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Finally, the total number of bongo tows are not, likely to change,

given the current level of resources and the time required to

obtain these samples. Saurple size ranges from 50 to L00 per

sun/ey. This J.initation, however, is not a serious constraint to
the improvement of population estimates.

Given these sarnpling constraints, the next chapter demonstraÈes

by sinulation that inprovernents in the robustness of estimation

procedures can be achieved simply by varying station density

throughout the survey area in proportion to anticipated or known

Ieve1s of egg abundance. The next chapter also provides

perspective on the magnitude and precision of parameter estimates

developed in Chapter 3.
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CHAPTER 6. A Monte Carlo assessment of variabiliÈy in the
estimates of seasonal egg production and daily egg rnortality.

INTRODUCTION

This chapter v¡ill extend the results of Bates (1987) concerning

the resulÈs of sanpling by rnathernaticaL sinulations of the

walleye pollock egg populaÈion in Shelikof Straj.t. Further

information is now available to refine si¡¡ulations. In addition

to the L981 data, the distribution and abundance of eggs

throughout the sutivey area can be described for the years 1985

and 1986. And the analysis of Chapter 5 indicated that the

coefficient of variation for egg catches aÈ a sampling location
is at least 2OZ.

This chapter will address the questions: 1) Would a focused

sarnpling design provide more robust estimates than a grid
sampling desígn? and 2) What ernpirical range of variability could

be associated with the estimated parameters e and Z of eq. 7?

METHODS

The generation of crrid and focused sanpres The basic approach

enp}oyed in Monte Carlo si¡nulations rrras described in Chapter 4 of
Bates (1987). rn the present analysis, the method was extended
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Èo simulate the distribution and abundance of each of the 2L

developmental stages of walleye pollock eggs, rather than simply

the tot,al number of eggs collected. Chapter 5 of Bates (1987)

described the meÈhods used for the estinatÍon of seasonal egg

production and daily egg rnortaliÈy. Àn inproved error criterion
was developed in Chapter 3 of this paper.

The procedure for the sampling of stations was also reworked.

Sinulated sampling stations srere positioned both parallel and

transverse to a line oriented along the ¡nain axis of Shelikof

Strait,. The position of this line was deter¡rined by a pivot
poinÈ and orientation point. The pivot point for each simulated

su¡îvey was at 57'37rN 155'08rf{, which approxiurated the center of
egg concentrations for all sutîveys other than 2MF8L/Io. The

orientation point was selected such that a line through it and

the pivot point would pass down the nain axis of Shelikof Strait.

Grid sampling and focused sampling were the sarnpling designs

employed in sinulations. In grid sampling, stations v/ere spaced

9.5 k¡n along and 5.0 km transverse to the maj.n axis of Shelikof

strait. The initial position of the first station of the grid
template was randomly located within the surivey area fo. each

sinulation. station spacing was sufficient to yierd an average

of 76 stations (standard deviatÍon L.7 stations) per simulation.
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In focused sampling, staÈions were concenÈrated in an area of

high egg abundance and station spacing increased with increasing

distance asray from this point (FÍgure 33). The center of focused

station teurplate was randomly positioned within 1 k¡n of Èhe pivot

point for each simulation run. Station spacinçt !úas sufficient to

yield an average of 76 stat,ions (standard deviatj.on L.2 stations)

per sinulation. [See addendum 8]

Data employed in simulations fnfomation on the distribution and

abundance of walleye pollock eggs for the years 1981, L985 and

1986 vtere provided by the sur:\reys 2Mî9L/Lo, 2MF81/hi, 1PO85,

11,fF85, and 11,fF86. A spatial abundance nodel was constructed from

each of the five surarey data sets for each of the 2I

developnental stages of walleye pollock eggs. One hundred

sinulated surrreys were generated for each combinat,ion of surarey

abundance model and sampling design. Approxirnately 76 simulated

stations $¡ere generated for each si¡nulated sunrey. Simulated egg

abundances ltere calculated from the local trend at a simulated

station for each of the 21 developmental stages. Thus, a total
of approxirnately L,596r0OO simulated stage abundances were

generated (2 sanpling designs X 5 survey ¡nodels of abundance X

100 si¡nulated sunreys X 76 simulat,ed stat,ions X 2I developmental

stages) .

From these sinulated stage abundance data, 2LTOOO estimates of
Èotal stage abundance (eq. 5) vrere caLculated. However, some
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Figure 33. Àn example of a focused sarnpring grid generated
during a Monte carro simuration of walrèye þotrocr egg sampring.
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estimates were used only in preliminary comparisonsi only those

estimates from stages 7-L2 and 14-20 were subsequently fitted to

eq. 7. The reasons for elininating stage 1-6 and 2I-24 vtere

discussed in Chapter 3. Also, in Chapter 4 it was argrued that

the abundance of stage 13 was underrepresented in stage frequency

data, and this stage was elininated from urodel fitting in an

attempt to inprove the fit to the remaining data. There

currently appears to be no justÍfiable reason to further discard

or combine data in order to improve the fit to eq. 7.

RESULTS

Sanplinq distributions of simulated catches Figures 34-38 show

the results of simulated abundances obtained using either a

focused sarnpling design (above) or a grid sanpling design

(below). Esti¡nates of average hourly stage abundance are shown

for stages L-2O from each of the 100'simulated sun/eys, with each

estimate represented by a rr+rr symbol. Data for stage 2L were not

included in the plots in order that the last three days of the

incubation period could be eliminat,ed and the remaining data

shown over an expanded scale. The diversity of values that rüere

obtained indicate the variety of stage estimates that could

potentially be produced from an ichthyoplankton suney for the

ti¡ne of the spawning season and the region in which the surveys

s/ere conducted.
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Different scales along the Y-axis were necessary to show the

relatively high abundances of early stage eggs for some sunreys.

For comparative purposes, the data Trtere plotted over either a

small scale, with an upper Ii¡nit of 7 xLol' eçtgs, or a large

scale, with an upper Ii¡nit of 50 x1015 eggs. The large scale was

employed for Èhe results of both grid and focused sampling from

suri\rey LPO85. Both scales vtere used for sur¡¡ey 2MF8L/hí' with

the smal1 scaLe for focused sampling results and the large scale

for grid sarnpling results. The snall scale was used on both

upper and lower plots for su:rreys Zlúî9L/Lo, 1MF85 and 1MF86.

Variability of stacre abundances as a function of sampÌincr desiqn

Focused saurplj.ng (upper plots) resulted in substantially less

variability in the estirnates of average hourly stage abundance

than did grid sanplj.ng (lower plots), except for 2MF8L/hi. This

is indicated in the Figures by the fact ÈhaÈ abundance estimates

are distributed over smaller ranges in each upper plot than in

the corresponding lower p1ot. The reduction in variability is

directly proportional to nagnitude of the average hourly stage

abundance. [See addendum 9]

Approxinate conformitv of Èhe trend in staqe abundances to

analytical nodels The trends in average hourly stage abundances

conformed only approxirnaÈe1y to the normal-exponential nodel (eq.

7) " ConÈrary to the trend expected, average hourly stage

abundances early in incubation perj.od (stages 1-6) were often
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substanÈially smaller than the average hourly abundances for

stages of intermediaÈe age (stages 7-L21. The one exception was

suntey 1PO85.

The apparent trend in average hourly stage abundances conformed

to the predicted trend more closely for some surîveys than for

others. Ignoring data from those stages not included in
subsequent procedures for parameter estimation (stage 1.-6, 13,

2L), the trend in average hourly stage abundances $¡as highly

variable for su:rreys 2MF8L/Lo, 2MF8lrzhi and 1PO85, whereas the

trend was much smoother for surrreys 1MF85 and l-MF86. The trend

was slightly more sharply defined by the data from sur:n/ey 1MF85

than by the data for surrrey 1MF86.

Samplinq distributions for estimates of e and Z Average hourly

stage abundance data fro¡n the simulated surveys !,ras fit to eq. 7

and the resulting estinates of seasonal egg production and daily
egg nortality are shown in Figures 39-40. Again, âs is indicated

by the reduction in the range of parameter estÍnates for each

surnrey, a focused sanpling design provided estirnates which have a

more consistent rnagnitude.

DISCUSSION

À crude st,atement of variability
obtained from the obsen¡ed ranges

parameter estimates can be

parameter estimates. Assume

for
of
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that the range of estirnates for a paraneter approximates the

length of a 952 confidence inten¡aI for a statistic, a length

which is defined as J1.96o. The range of a 95* confidence

inÈen¡al approxinates 4 standard deviations in lengÈh (two

standard deviaÈions to the left of the sample mean and two to the

right). If the range is given, then o can be crudely estinated

as o = range/4. (o is used here in its usual sense as a measure

of dispersion for a sanpling distribution of a randorn vari.able,

and not as the parameter from eq. 7 reflecting the duratj-on of

spawning season. ) Estinates of € generally ranged over

approxinately 2 units of the Y-axis (Figure 39) and estimates of

Z generally ranged over approxj.mately 0.2 units (Figure 40).

Thus the estimate for o is .5 units for the parameter e and Èhe

esÈimate is 0.05 units for the parameter Z.

The significant figrre convention holds that only digits known

with certainÈy plus the first uncertain digiÈ should be included

in a reported value of an estimated parameter. The results of
the previous paragraph indicated that the first decinal digit is
uncertain in e and the second digit is uncertain in Z. Table 5

gives the results of Monte Carlo si¡nulations using this
convention.
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Table 5. Estimates of seasonal egg production, e, and
instantaneous egg urortaliÞy, Z, based on Monte Carlo simulatj-ons
of sanpling of egg populations from Shelikof Strait, AK for the
years 1981, 1985, and 1986.

year survey

r,e81 2MF81/1o 3.0(r0.5) XlOl: 0.65(t.05)
2MF8t/hi 3.0(10.5) X10r) 0.35(t.0s)

1e8s r.po8s 3. o (t0.5) xlol: o. 3s (t. os)
1MF85 0.5 (t0.5) Xlo r) o. 30 (J. 05)

1986 1MF86 0.5(t0.5) X1015 O.20(1.05)

Survteys that sampled the sane time of the spawning season and

region, and therefore presumably saurpled the sane egg population,

yielded dissi¡nilar results. The 1981 esti¡nate of the

instantaneous nortality coefficient for surr¡ey 2MF81/Io was

double the estimaÈe obtained for sur:rrey 2MF81/hi. And the L985

estimate of seasonal egg production for survey tPO85 was six
tirnes as great as the estimate obtained for survey 1MF85. [See

addenduro L0l

Sources for these inconsÍstencies can be identified. It was

de¡nonstrated in Chapter 4 that the 1991 data are known to be

dependent on a few pivotal samples. Moreover, the trends in age

data vtere biased by dissimilar histories of spawning in the

vicinity that these pivotal samples r¡rere obtained (Bates, Lg87).

As for the 1985 data, the differences between surveys LPo85 and

LMF85 could be due to the 20* coefficient of variation being an
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underesti¡nate of station-to-station variability. Such an

underestimate could lead to too little variability in estimates

of total stage abundances, and thereby to an underestimation of

the range for the € parameter.
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Chapter 7. Sunmary of results and conclusions.

chapter 2. I{alleye pollock eggs were ubiquitous throughout the

suryey area. Sampling distributions for standardized stage

abundances per hour of stage duration ranged over 6 log cycles.

Egg distributions showed steep abundance gradients and Èhe

gradients were much steeper for surr¡ey 2MF81 than for subsequent

surnreys. Sanples obtained aÈ stations that occur in a region of
high and rapidly changing egg abundances can become pivotar in
the results of analytical calculaÈions.

Chapter 3. The parameter estiuration approach of Bates (1987 ) was

nodified to make it a ¡nuch more robust fitting procedure.

Prelininary population estimates vrere obtained using this
modified approach.

Data from a single sur:vey can Èheoretically be used to estimate
the duration of the spawning season and the date of peak

spawning. However, this proved irnpossible from a practical
standpoint because the calcul.ated varues for total stage

abundances did not conform welr to the moder proposed. This was

due in large part to the poor precision in the calculated values,
particularly for the earlier developmental stages.
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Chapter 4: A visual test was proposed to evaluaÈe the

effectiveness of sampling to est,i¡nate total stage abundances.

This test was based on the idea that evetY catch on a stage-by-

stage basis and the associated spatial area onto which these

abundances will be extrapolated should, taken together,

contribute a sinilar fraction to each esti¡nate of total stage

abundance. No individual or set of samples could then prove

pivotal in calculations derived from the surr¡ey data. In looking

at the ichthyoplankton data available, estj.mates of stage

abundance for crr¡j.se 2MF81 nere indeed dominated by a few samples

and, relative to thj.s cruise, the other surîveys etere considered

Èo be more reliably representative"

Steps can be taken to prevent a few samples from dominating other

data in the definition of abundance trends. Grid sanpling does

not provide as much infonration on numerical abundance as does a

focused sanpling design. Sanpling effort should be concentrated

in areas of relatively high abundance and effort nininized in

areas of 1ow abundance. Sanpling effort should also be

concentrated in regions of the surley area where population

gradients change rapidly between relatively high to low

abundances. [See addendun 11]

Chapter 5: Net-to-net differences in unstandardized egg catches

in paired 20 cm bongo nets were generally < 52, but were as great

as 20-308. Volume estÍ¡nates are required for catch
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standardization but,, being relatively imprecise, they increased

net-to-net coefficients of variation to a minimum of

approximaÈe1y 15å. Based on these data, the variability between

replicate tows at a station was estimated as 2OZ.

Chapter 6: Monte Carlo sinulations provide a measure of just how

different parameter estimates could be if the opportunity existed

for synoptic resurveys of an egg population. Monte Carlo

simulations ser¡¡ed a number of inportant purposes in the present

analyses of sunrey data. SimuLations identified an approximate

range of values over which estimates of total stage abundance can

be expected to vary given the apparent distribution and abundance

of the egg population within Shelikof Strait. Simulations also

reaffirmed the conclusion developed earlier that the variability
in estimates of population parameters can be reduced by a focused

sanpling design, particularly under conditions of high

variability in egg catches and steep gradients of abundance over

small regions of the surnfey area. Finally, simulations allowed

enpirical limits to be determined for population parameters.

Estimates of seasonal egg production and coefficients of daily
nortality are given in Table 5 for the years 1991, 1995, and

1986. In-onsistencies in results were attributed to the

introduction of artifacts due to the presence of pivotal samples

and to station-to-st,ation variability probably being greater than

202.
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Figure 24. Results for su:rrey LPO85 when calculated values for
total stage abundances rrere used Èo estimate the normal-
exponenÈia1 relationship between spawning season, abundance, and
age. The upper plot shows the trend fitted to the data and the
residuals under the error criterion of absoluÈe differences
between log transformed obsen¡ed and predicted abundances. The
lower plot illustrates the appearance of the fitted trend and
data after back transfo¡¡ration.

FÍgure 25. Results for sunrey 1MF85 when calculated values for
total stage abundances were used to estimate Èhe normal-
exponential relationship between spawning season, abundance, and
age. The upper ploÈ shows the trend fitted to the data and the
residuals under the error criterion of absolute differences
between 1og transfor¡red obsen¡ed and predicted abundances. The
lower plot illustrates the appearance of the fitÈed trend and
data after back transformation.

Figure 26. Results for surrrey 1MF86 when calculated values for
total stage abundances were used to estimate the normal-
exponential relationship between spawning season, abundance, and
age. The upper plot shows the trend fitted to the data and the
residuals under the error criterÍon of absolute differences
between log transformed obserr¡ed and predicted abundances. The
lower plot illustrates the appearance of the fitted trend and
data after back transfornration.

Figure 27. Percentage contribution plot for sun¡ey 2MF8L/Io,
showing the fraction contributed by each polygonal stage
abundance to each estimaÈe of total stage abundance. The columns
represent 100t of the estinated abundance within the sun/ey area
of walleye pollock eggs in each of the developmental stages 7-2O.
The surívey area vras completely divided into polygonal areas. A
polygonal stage abundance represents the abundance of a
developmental- stage within the polygonal area surrounding a
saurpling station. Polygonal stage abundances are depicted as
fractions of the total abundance of a stage and are ranked from
the largest contribution, ât the bottom of each column, to the
srnallest contribution, ât the top.

Figure 28. Percentage contribution plot for sunrey 2MF8J./hí,
showing the fraction contributed by each polygonal stage
abundance to each esti¡nate of total stage abundance. The columns
represent l-008 of the estinated abundance within the survey area
of walleye porlock eggs in each of the developmental stages 7-2o.
The sutrrey area vras completery divided inÈo porygonal areas. A
polygonal stage abundance represents the abundance of a
developmental stage within the polygonal area surrounding a
sampling station. PolygonaL stage abundances are depicted as
fractions of the total abundance of a stage and are ianked from
the largest contribution, ât the bot,tom of each column, to the
snallest contribution, ât the top.
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Figure 29. Percentage contribution plot, for sunrey 1Po85,
showing the fraction contributed by each polygonal stage
abundance to each estimate of total stage abundance. The columns
represent 1008 of the esti¡nated abundance within the surîvey area
of v¡a1Ieye polÌock eggs in each of the developmental stages 7-2o.
The sunrey area rr/as completely divided into polygonal areas. À
polygonal stage abundance represenÈs the abundance of a
developmental stage within the polygonal area surrounding a
sanpling station. Polygonal stage abundances are depicted as
fractions of the total abundance of a stage and are ranked from
the largest contribution, ât the bottom of each colurnn, to the
smallest contribution, aÈ the top.

Figure 30. Percentage contribution plot for surrrey LMF85,
showing the fraction contributed by each polygonal stage
abundance to each estimate of total stage abundance. The columns
represent 100t of the estimated abundance within the surivey area
of walleye pollock eggs in each of Èhe developnental stages 7'2o.
The surnrey area was completely divided into polygonal areas. A
polygonal stage abundance represents the abundance of a
developmental stage within the polygonal area surrounding a
sarnpling staÈion. Polygonal stage abundances are depicted as
fractions of the total abundance of a stage and are ranked from
the J.argest contribution, êt the bottom of each column, to the
smallest contribution, ât the top.

Figure 31. Percentage contribution plot for su:rrey 1MF86,
showing the fraction conÈributed by each polygonal stage
abundance to each estinate of total stage abundance. The columns
represent 10Ot of the estimated abundance within the sur:a/ey area
of walleye pollock eggs in each of the developnental stages 7-2O.
the sun¡ey area nas conpletely divided into polygonal areas. A
polygonal stage abundance represents the abundance of a
developmental stage within the polygonal area surrounding a
sanpling station. Polygonal stage abundances are depicted as
fractions of the total abundance of a stage and are ranked from
the largest contribution (bottom) to the smallest contributj-on
(top).

Figrure 32. Coefficients of variation for eggs of walleye pollock
in paired 20 crn bongo nets as a function of average
(un)standardized catch frorn both nets. Each coefficient was
calculated as the standard deviation of (un) standardized catches
from paÍred nets divided by the mean for the nets. The
coeffir-ients are independent of the size of the catch and
averaged CI'I=7t (ratio standard deviation 9*) for unstandardized
catches (top) and averaged CV=16å (ratio standard deviation l-0?)
for standardized catches (bottorn).
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Figure 33. An example of a focused sampling grid generated
during a Monte Carlo sinulation of walleye pollock egg sarnpling.

Figure 34. Average stage abundances obtained for survey 2MF8L/Io
by Monte Carlo sj.mulations of sanpling under focused (upper plot)
and grid (lower plot) sanpling designs. 100 values vrere obtained
for each developnental stage and the results are shown for
developmental stages 1-20.

Figure 35. Àverage stage abundances obtained for su¡r¡ey 2MF81/hi
by Monte CarLo si¡nulations of sarnpling under focused (upper plot)
and grid (lower plot) sarnpling designs. 1OO values vrere obtained
for each developmental stage and the results are shown for
developnental stages l--2O.

Figure 36. Average stage abundances obtained for surrrey 1PO85 by
Monte Carlo simulations of sampling under focused (upper plot)
and grid (lower plot) sanpling designs. 1OO values vrere obtaj-ned
for each developmental stage and the results are shown for
developmental stages L-2O.

Figure 37. Average stage abundances obtaj.ned for sulrrey LMF85 by
Monte Carlo simulations of sanpling under focused (upper plot)
and grid (lower plot) sarnpling designs. 1oo values $/ere obtained
for each developmental stage and the results are shown for
developmental stages 1--2O.

Fignrre 38. Average stage abundances obtained for survey 1MF86 by
Monte carlo sj.¡nulations of sampling under focused (upper prot)
and grid (lower plot) sarnpling designs. Loo values lrere òbtainea
for each devèlopurentar stage and the results are shown for
developmental stages 1.-2O.

Figure 39. Estinates for seasonal egg production, €, obtained
for the surveys 2MF8L/Lo, 2MrgL/r¡i, 1pog5, 1MFg5, and 1MFg6 under
focused (upper plot) and grid (lower plot) sampling designs.
DaÈa were obtained by Monte carro sinurations of sampring, and
the resulting calculated values of total abundances for the
stages 7-r2 and 14-20 were then used to estirnate the normar-
exponential relationship between spawning season, abundance, and
egg age.

Figure 40. Esti¡nates for mortality during the incubation period,
z' obtained for the surnreys 2MFgr/Lo, 2MF8L/bi, r.po8s, 1MF85, and
1MF86 under focused (Jpper prot) and grid (lower prot) sanpring
designs. Data vrere obtained by Monte-carlo sinulätions of
sampling, and the resulting calcuLated values of total abundances
for the stages 7-L2 and L4-20 erere then used to estirnate the
normar-exponential rerationship between spawning season,
abundance, and egg age.
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ADDENDt'M

(written by Susan Picquelle, AFSC)

1. Variances of the C,rs may be estimated using standard

statistical methods from probability sampling (Jessen L978,

Kendall and PÍcquelle (appendix 1) 1990). This meÈhod

allows the sanple units to have dj.fferent probabilities of

being selected for the sample, instead of egual

probabiliÈies as in a random sample. In this application,
the sample units are the volume of water below 1 m2 of

surface area, and the probability of selection is determined

by the size of the polygonal area.

(eq.sa) vâr c, = *Ð,þur,-+)'
This estinator is valid only if the Pj'= are specified

before the sutnrey is conducted.

2. Another desirable feature of an error criterion is that it
produces maximum Iikelihood estinates of the model

parameters. To do this, it is necessary to know the

statistical distribution of the error term in the total
stage abundance nodel (eq. 7). The error term is not

explicitly shown in equation Z, but is equal to the

difference between the observed and predicted total stage

abundance (Ci Ci,) if it is an addit,ive error term. If the
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error term is nultiplicative it is equal to the raÈio of the

obserr¡ed to the predicted total stage abundance (Ci/Ci,) . If

the errors are addit,ive and distributed nornally, then the

least squares error criterion leads to naximum likelihood
estimates. If the errors are multiplicative and have a 1og-

nor¡tal distribution, then nini¡nizing the sum of Èhe squared

1og errors will give maximum likelihood estinates. If the

errors are additive and follow a double exponential

distribution, then nininizing the sun of absolute errors
produces maximurn likelihood estinates (Draper and Snith

1981). However, in this analysis no assumptions were made

abouÈ the error distribution, hence, maxiruum likelihood
esti¡oation nas not possible.

This systematic underestination of the older stage

abundances may indicate that the rnodel of constant mortality
rate does not fit the data; perhaps the nortaLity rate
declines with age of the egg. The total stage abundance

model could be nodified to allow mortality to be Èine-

dependent by replacing Z in eguation 7 with Z(E), where Z(E)

is a hypothesized function that declines with È. This

alt,ernative model would more closely follow the steep

decline of the early stage abundances without forcing che

older stage abundances so close to zeto. There are

plausibre biological mechanisrns that would produce an age-

dependenE egg mortality rate; eggs r¡ith genetic defects die
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first so that the only the more genetj.cally fit eggs survive

to the older ages, oF perhaps it is related to the age-

dependent depth distribution of the eggs (Kendall and Kim

le8e).

4. The error term in the total stage abundance model woul-d also

have to be additive for the absolute difference criterion to

be appropriate. Instead, the fitting errors appear to be

proportional t,o the magnitude of the obselr¡ed value, which

suggests that the error term is nult,iplicative. An

objective funct,ion on a log scale rather than an absolute

scale is more appropriate for nultiplicative errors.

5. Thj.s shortcoming uright, be overcome by recognizing that the

error term in the total stage abundance model is probably

nultiplicat,ive, not additive as is assumed for the

unweighted squared error criterion. This would suggest 1og-

transforming the total stage abundance model to convert the

nultiplicative error term to an additive term and then use

the least squares objective function:

I
(eq. sa) B = .E 1 fn(H,) In(H¡,) )2

i=1

This would produce maximum likelihood estimates if the error
term has a log-normal distribution.

Another approach would be to use weighted least squares,
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!"here the weight applied to each total stage abundance is
proportional to the inverse of the estimated variance about

each stage abundance (Draper and SmiÈh 1981). This would

give more weight to those stages that are measured with
greater precision, in this case the older stages, and would

give less weight to the younger stages v¡hich are measured

with less precision and also include most of the above-

mentioned ouÈIiers.

6. Modifying the sample design during the surrey in response to
the obsenred daÈa precludes the use of urethodology from

sampling theory to estimaÈe variance (i.e. using eq. 5a to

estimate the variance about C, based on probability sanpling

is no longer valid). The resulting sample is a judgement

sample and not a probabiliÈy sanple, which violaÈes the

basic assumption in sanpling theory that the elernents wlthin
a population are sampled with probabilities specified a

priori (Jessen 1978).

7. In sampling theory, the sample is an accurate representation

of the population if the sample is drawn with probabilities
specified a priori (random sampling is a special case of
this), assuming that the sanpling gear is catching 1OOZ of
the target population contained in the sample unit, and

assuming that the estimators ernployed are appropriate for
the sanple design. Here, accurate representation is defined
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as unbiasedness, that is, if a sample was drawn many times

and a sample mean was computed for each sample (estimated by

the appropriate rnethod), then Èhe mean of the sanple means

would equal the true population mean. Àny one sample may

produce a mean that is guite different than the true mean;

the variability of the sanple means determines the precision

of the estimate. Any one sample mean is an unbiased

estimate of the true mean, but it nay be very imprecise.

If the sample mean is greatly influenced by a few extreme

obsen¡ations, then Èhe sample mean is imprecise, that is, if
the su¡lçtey qrere repeated many times the sample means would

vary greatly depending on how many of the rare extreme

obsen¡aÈions nere contained in the sample. Hence it, is
desirable to improve Èhe precision of the sample mean and it
is important to be able to estimate the precision of the

estimated population mean.

The precision of the sample mean is a function of the survey

design, the sample size, and the inherenÈ noise in the

populaÈion. Improvements in the precision of the estimated

stage totals in 1985 and 1986 were attained by inproving the

sample design (as in 1MF85 and 1MFB6) and because the egg

distribution was less noisy (patchy) than it was in 1981 (as

deduced by cornparing the percent composition plots for 2MF81

and LPo85 (Figures 27-29), both of whÍch v/ere grid surveys).

The improvement in sanpre design was achj.eved by increasing
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station density in areas of high egg density, instead of

equal station density. The 1MF85 and 1MF86 sunreys look

like probability sarnples, where the probability of a station

being selected for the sanple is related to the egg

abundance at thaÈ station, however, they are actually
judgement sanples because the sampling probabilities vtere

not specified a priori.

Great improvements in Èhe precision can be made if the

sample probabilities are highly correlated to the egg

abundance. The precision of the total stage abundances is

naximized when the polygonal stage abundances are all the

same (and the relative sizes of the fractional contributions

Ín the percent cornposition plot are all egual). This can be

seen by examining eq. 5â, the estimated variance about the

total stage abundancei when the polygonal stage abundances

(Ài¡ P¡) are all equal then 4,, Pj = Cr/J for every j and

vâr(C¡) = 0. obviously this optinal sarnple design can never

be attained, but this does illustrate the mechanism for

increasing the precision of the estimate of total stage

abundance -- have smalI polygonal areas (hence high station

density and high sanpling probabilities) in regions with

high egg density. However, in order to use the sample data

to estinate the variance about the estinrated total stage

abundance, the sarnpling probabilities must be specified a

priori, otherwise eq. 5a is not valid. This requires
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knowledge of the egg distribution prior to the sur¡/ey. Some

information is available to predict (guess) what the egg

distribution will be, such as previous yearsr egg

distributions as indicated by the egg surí\reys, and the

obserr¡ed distribution of the adulÈ spawning population from

the im¡rediately preceding hydro-acoustic survey of Shelj-kof

Strait "

8. In this application, focused sanpling is in fact probability
sanpling. The location of the center of the focused survey

is a random point within 1 kn of the predetermined pivot
poinÈ. Thus, the probability of each sarnpling unit being

selected for the sample is known a priori, and is not

nodified during the course of the survey as was done during

the 1MF85 and LMF86 sur:l/eys. Recall that LMF85 and 1MF86

were judgernent samples, not probability samples.

9. The effectiveness of focused samplj.ng in reducing the

variability is a function of how close Èhe probabilities of

selecting each sample unit are to being proportional to the

egg abundance at each sample unit. That is, if the sample

density is highly correlated to egg density, then the

variabiLity wiII be much ress than the variability from the

grid sur:vey where the sample density is independent of egg

abundance. Conversely, if sample density is negatively
correlated to egg density, the variability wiII be larger
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than that from a grid sur:vey (Jessen L978).

10. Ànother inconsistency is that the egg production estimates

from ChapÈer 3 are an order of nagnitude smaller than the

estimates of egg production in Table 5. The estimates from

Chapter 3 should vary randonly about the ¡nean of the LOo

simulated egg production estimates, but instead they appear

to be systenaÈically much smaller.

lL. The recommended survey design is a well-docunented sanpling

¡nethodology called probability sanpling. It has the

potential of greatly increasing the precision of the

estimates of toÈal stage abundance. This increase in
precision j.s accomplished by reducing the variability in the

polygonal stage abundances by using small polygonal areas

where egg abundances are high. If the sarnpling pattern is
specified prior to the surívey and not rnodified during the

course of the survey in response to obserr,red egg abundances,

then probability sarnpling theory provides an estimate of the

variance about total stage abundances. Conversely, if the

sanpling pattern is altered during the su:rrey, then the

sampl.e is a judgement sanple and the methods from sarnpling

theory no longer apply.




